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6

Abstract7

Recently, peer-to-peer (P2P) network models have been attracting considerable attention.8

P2P models can be classified into structured and unstructured P2P models. Representative9

search methods for structured and unstructured P2P networks are Chord and Flooding,10

respectively. It is difficult to realize flexible search in Chord networks. On the other hand, a11

large number of query transmissions are required for Flooding. In this study, we propose a12

Flooding-based search method for Chord networks. Our method works separately from the13

traditional search method for Chord networks. It suppresses the transmission of redundant14

queries by considering the topological properties of the structured networks and enables15

flexible search in Chord networks. Through simulation experiments, we evaluate the16

performance of the proposed search method and show its effectiveness.17

18

Index terms— P2P, overlay networks, distributed hash tables, Chord, Flooding19

1 INTRODUCTION20

n recent years, various types of services are provided on the Internet. In most of the services, the clientserver21
model, which is illustrated in Figure 1, is adopted. However, providing a satisfactory service in the client-server22
model is getting more and more difficult because of the increase of Internet users and the large amount of23
transferred data. Therefore, many researchers are exploring the ways to provide various types of services in the24
peer-to-peer (P2P) model, which is illustrated in Figure 2. In this model, a node (user’s computer) shares some25
files with other nodes.26

Flooding (Figure 3) is the most basic search method for P2P networks. The requester transmits a search query27
to all the adjacent nodes, and the query is continuously forwarded to adjacent nodes until the TTL (Time To28
Live) is reduced to 0. However, in this search method, many messages are transmitted, which include redundant29
queries sent to the nodes that have already received the same queries.30

The Distributed Hash Table (DHT) enables file search in a P2P network with much smaller number of messages.31
In the DHT, shared files are associated with nodes by using a hash function. Since the network is constructed32
in certain rules, a requested file can be found with high probability and without redundant In this paper, we33
propose a Flooding-based flexible search method for a structured network organized by a DHT algorithm. Our34
method suppresses the transmission of redundant queries by considering the structure of the organized network.35

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes structured and unstructured P2P models.36
In Section III, we explain the proposed search method. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method37
in Section IV. We conclude this paper and discuss future work in Section V. [2], Chord [3], Pastry [4], Tapestry38
[5], and Kademlia [6]. Since we propose a search method for Chord networks, we explain Chord in more detail39
below.40

In Chord, the node ID that is calculated from node’s IP address using a hash function is assigned to each node.41
The names of shared files are also hashed by using the same hash function, and each node manages the index42
information of the files whose hash values are less than or equal to the node ID and greater than the smaller43
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adjacent node ID. For example, if the nodes in a Chord network are assigned node IDs as shown in Figure 4, the44
index information of shared files is placed according to Table 1. It should be noted that the nodes in a Chord45
network are considered to be circularly arranged. Therefore, the node ID 0 is often considered to be greater than46
the node ID 15.47

We consider m-bit hash space, which means that node IDs are nonnegative integers less than 2 m . We define48
node S ’s i-th neighbor (i = 0, 1, ?, m -1) as the node assigned the ID next ((S + 2 i ) mod 2 m ), where next(X)49
denotes the smallest node ID greater than or equal to X. In the following discussion, we omit the remainder50
operation ”mod 2 m .”As an example, we show the neighbors of node 0 in Figure 5. We refer to node (S + 2 i )51
and node next(S + 2 i ) as calculated neighbor and actual neighbor, respectively.52

When a node searches for a file, a query is transmitted and forwarded to the neighbor whose ID is the closest53
to (and except for the last hop, not greater than) the hash value calculated from the name of the requested file54
until it reaches the node that should manage the index information of the requested file. For example, a query55
is transmitted and forwarded as shown in Figure 6 when node 0 searches for a file whose hash value is 10. Since56
node 10 does not exist, node 11 replies to node 0 (with index information of the requested file if available).57

In a Chord network, a requested file is found within log 2 N hops (N denotes the number of nodes) if the file58
exists in the network. In addition, the communication cost is low because queries are not replicated. However,59
it is difficult to realize flexible search because the destination node ID of a query is calculated basically from the60
name of the requested file, which is a mutual problem of the DHT.61

A DHT algorithm that uses a locality-preserving hash function is proposed in [7]. Skip Graphs [8], SkipNet62
[9], and Skip Tree Graphs [10] do not use hash functions to construct structured P2P networks or to search in the63
networks. These methods enable range queries; however, it is still difficult to realize as flexible search as search64
methods for unstructured P2P networks such as Flooding. Moreover, load balancing is difficult if we adopt these65
methods. for unstructured P2P networks are Flooding [11], k-Walker Random Walk [12], and the hybrid search66
scheme incorporating Flooding and Random Walk [13].67

In Flooding (and many other search methods for unstructured P2P networks), TTL is used to control the68
propagation of queries. By using Flooding, a node searches for a file in the following procedure:69

1. The TTL of a query is initially set to a certain positive integer. 2. The requester transmits the query to all70
the adjacent nodes. The TTL of the transmitted query is decremented. 3. If the receiver of the query possesses71
the requested file, the receiver replies to the requester. Otherwise, the receiver forwards the query to all the72
adjacent nodes except for the sender of the query unless the receiver has received the same query before. In the73
same manner as step 2, the TTL of the forwarded query is decremented. 4. Step 3 is repeated until the TTL is74
reduced to 0.75

Since the paths of queries do not depend on the names (or the keywords) of requested files, various types76
of queries can be supported in unstructured P2P networks. However, the communication cost is high mainly77
because of redundant queries. Additionally, a node often fails to find a requested file that exists in the network78
because the spread of queries is restricted by TTL.79

2 III.80

3 PROPOSED METHOD81

In this section, we propose a flexible search method for Chord networks. Although our method is based on82
Flooding, it suppresses the transmission of redundant queries by considering the topological properties of the83
structured networks. Our method works separately from the traditional search method for Chord networks.84
Therefore, the traditional search method is still valid for exact match search when our method is adopted.85

4 a) Basic Algorithm86

In the proposed method, LTS (Limit To Send) is used instead of TTL in order to control the propagation of87
queries. A node searches for a file in the following procedure:88

1. The LTS of a query is initially set to m. 2. The requester transmits the query to the requester’s i -th89
neighbors such that i < LTS. The LTS of the query that is transmitted to the i-th neighbor is changed to i.90

3. If the receiver of the query possesses the requested file or the index information of the requested file, the91
receiver replies to the requester. Otherwise, the receiver forwards the query to the receiver’s i-th neighbors such92
that i < LTS unless the receiver has received the same query before. In the same manner as step 2, the LTS of93
the query that is forwarded to the i-th neighbor is changed to i.94

5 4.95

Step 3 is repeated until the LTS is reduced to 0.96
In this method, search terminates within m hops because the LTS is decreased by at least one every time the97

query is forwarded. In addition, as shown in Figure 7, all the nodes can receive the query even if the number of98
nodes is 2 m , which is the maximum number supported by the m-bit hash space. Furthermore, no redundant99
queries are transmitted in this case.100
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However, in practice, the i-th actual neighbors for different i ’s can be the same node because some node IDs101
are absent in a Chord network. For instance, in Figure 8, node 0’s 0th, 1st, and 2nd actual neighbors are node102
4. In this case, if the LTS of the query transmitted by node 0 to node 4 is changed to 0 (the smallest of 0, 1,103
and 2), node 6 cannot receive any queries as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, the LTS should be changed to 2 (the104
largest of 0, 1, and 2). Although all the nodes can receive the query in this policy, some redundant queries are105
transmitted as shown in Figure 9. In the case of Figure 10, the number of transmitted messages is doubled by106
redundant queries.107

6 b) Redundant Query Suppression108

We suppress the transmission of redundant queries by including StopID in the query. The query is not forwarded109
to any node whose ID is greater than or equal to StopID. After this modification is applied, no redundant queries110
are transmitted. In the case of Figure 10, StopID of the query transmitted by node 0 to node 4 (the 2nd neighbor)111
is set to 8 (the 3rd neighbor) because node 0 transmits the same query to node 8 at the same time. In this manner,112
the transmission of redundant queries can be completely suppressed.113

7 c) Index Information Replication114

In this subsection, we consider how to decrease the number of transmitted messages. If we change the initial115
LTS from m to m -1, the number of messages for search is approximately halved. However, since only half of116
the nodes in the network can receive the query, search success ratio becomes lower unless index information is117
replicated. If replicated index information is placed in the diagonal node (2 m -1 larger node ID), search success118
ratio is not deteriorated. However, the number of messages for index information placement is doubled if the119
replicated index information is transmitted independently from the original. We propose a more efficient method120
to place replicated index information.121

1. When a new file is shared, the hash value of the file, HashA, is calculated. 2. The diagonal node ID, HashB122
= HashA + 2 m -1 , is calculated.123

8 We let HashNear be the closer node ID of HashA and124

HashB from the holder of the newly shared file. We also let HashFar be the farther node ID of the two.125

9 4.126

A message for index information placement is transmitted to the neighbor whose ID is the closest to HashNear.127
5. The receiver of the message forwards it to the neighbor where the index information should be placed (i.e.,128

the neighbor whose ID is the smallest and not less than HashNear). If it is not possible, the message is forwarded129
to the neighbor whose ID is the closest to HashNear. 6. In step 5, if HashNear lies on or between the calculated130
neighbor ID and the actual neighbor ID, another message for index information placement is transmitted to131
HashFar. Figure 11 illustrates this procedure. In this figure, the numbers in parenthesis correspond to the steps132
described above. This method enables efficient placement of index information because diagonal links are utilized.133

10 SIMULATIONS134

Through simulation experiments, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method and the effect of the135
modifications described in the previous section. We compare the following four methods:136

-Chord0: traditional Flooding described in Section II-B. (Flooding is usually used in an unstructured network;137
however, in this section, we use Flooding in a structured Chord network.) -ChordA: the proposed method138
described in Section III-A. -ChordB: the proposed method with redundant query suppression described in139
Section III-B. -ChordC: the proposed method with redundant query suppression and index information replication140
described in Section III-C.141

Table 2 shows the common parameters used in the simulations. The initial TTL or LTS for each method is142
shown in Table 3. All the results shown in this section are based on the average of five experimental results in143
the same condition.144

Figure 12 shows the ratio of redundant messages to all the messages transmitted for search.145
The ratio in ChordA is much lower than the ratio in Chord0, which implies that the basic algorithm of the146

proposed method achieves much more efficient search than traditional Flooding in Chord networks. No redundant147
messages are transmitted in ChordB because the redundant query suppression takes effect. We omit showing the148
result of ChordC because the search algorithm of ChordC is the same as that of ChordB.149

Figure 13 shows the number of messages transmitted for search. Compared with Chord0 and ChordA, ChordB150
achieves much lower communication cost. The number of messages for search in ChordC is half the number of151
messages in ChordB because only half of the nodes in the network receive the query. In Figure 14, we show152
the number of messages transmitted for index information placement. The results of ChordA and ChordB are153
the same as that of Chord0. This figure shows that the number of messages for index information placement154
increases if index information is replicated; however, the difference is independent of the number of nodes in the155
network.156
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Figure 15 shows the maximum number of hops that queries travel in a search. (For example, in the case157
of Figure 9, the maximum number of hops is three because the search terminates after the queries travel at158
most three hops.) The maximum number of hops in Chord0 is the smallest of the four methods in most cases.159
This is because the query is forwarded to all the adjacent nodes in Chord0. However, Chord0 suffers from high160
communication cost as we have shown in Figure 13. The maximum number of hops in ChordC is one hop smaller161
than that of ChordA or ChordB. This is because the search area is half of the network in ChordC. V.162

11 CONCLUSION163

In this paper, we have proposed a Floodingbased flexible search method for Chord networks. We have also164
described two modifications (redundant query suppression and index information replication) for improving the165
performance of the proposed method. The results of simulation experiments show that the proposed method166
enables efficient search.167

In the future, we plan to investigate the method for reducing the communication cost with the search success168
ratio kept as high as possible. Since two parameters (LTS and StopID) are used for query forwarding in our169
method, the propagation of queries can be controlled more flexibly than other simpler methods such as [14]. We170
also plan to consider Flooding-based flexible and efficient search methods for various structured P2P networks171
constructed by other DHT algorithms such as Pastry [4], or non-DHT algorithms such as Skip Graphs [8] and172
BATON [15]. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 1:
173
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1

Node Hash values of files
Node 0 14, 15, 0
Node 1 1
Node 5 2, 3, 4, 5
Node 7 6, 7
Node 9 8, 9
Node 11 10, 11
Node 13 12, 13

Figure 2: Table 1 :

2

Size of hash space 30 bits
Number of nodes 2 i (i = 5, 6, ..., 15)
Number of unique files 10000
Number of searches 1000

Figure 3: Table 2 :

3

Method Initial value Search area
Chord0 TTL = 30 all
ChordA LTS = 30 all
ChordB LTS = 30 all
ChordC LTS = 29 1/2

Figure 4: Table 3 :
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